The Medallion Product Difference
The best design solutions start by understanding
the unique product distinctions from Medallion.

JOHNSTON / Maple / Sea Salt and Earl Grey (shown with Slab Drawer Front)
Cover photo: HENLEY / Maple / Bay Leaf and Cherry Cappuccino

Built for life
This product guide introduces you to the many material, finish and design options that
make Medallion Premium one of the most versatile and flexible cabinet lines available.
Here are key product differences you should know about Medallion.

FIND YOUR ST YLE

FITS YOUR BUDGET

•

Versatile door styles

•

Construction material options fit a range of budgets

•

Eight material options

•

State-of-the-art innovations

•

Hundreds of finish combinations

•

Lifetime limited warranty

A PLACE FOR EVERY THING
•

Storage and organizational solutions that
increase functionality

•

Installation labor savings

•

Custom quote solutions for unique needs

•

No compromises or wasted space
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MEDALLION AT MENARDS

BUILT FOR LIFE
•

Modern finish technology mixed with
hand-crafted artistry

•

Clear, smooth and durable cabinet finish

•

Thick top-coat finish for deeper clarity

Find your style
The choice of door style, material and finish treatments
will have the greatest impact on the overall feel of a new
Medallion kitchen or bath.
With numerous door style and finish combinations
ranging from traditional to transitional to contemporary,
finding a look that reflects your guests personal sense of
style is easy.

S P E C I E S & M AT E R I A L S
OAK
• Strong with mineral streaks
and pin knots
• Close-knit and arching
grain patterns
• Light to medium dark color range

Q U A R T E R S AW N O A K
• Close-knit vertical grain
• Dense heavy wood
• Authentic Arts & Crafts styling

KNOTT Y ALDER
• Rustic look
• Accented by knots of
various size
• Color and texture
are fairly uniform

CHERRY

TR ADITIONAL ST YLES

• Deep, rich appearance
• Smooth flowing grain patterns
• Deepens in color with age

MAPLE
• Tight grain
• Natural resin turns wood
amber as it ages

RUSTIC MAPLE

TR ANSITIONAL ST YLES

• Light to dark color range more
evident in lighter finishes
• Rustic look
• Open and closed knots of various sizes

HICKORY
• Prominent grain pattern
with open knots
• Intense color variation
• Rustic feel

E N D U R A C O R E TM
• Engineered material provides
a smooth, solid, surface
• Stable material minimizes
expansion at joint lines

CONTEMPOR ARY ST YLES

MEDALLION AT MENARDS
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Built for life
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STRONGEST SUPPORT

WIDEST I - BEAM SUPPORT

QUALIT Y CRAFT AND PERFORMANCE

• One of the strongest cabinets
in the industry.

• I-beams are available in ½" 		
thick furniture board
or plywood.

• Solid 5/8 " thick hardwood drawer box with
¼" thick fully-captured plywood bottom.

• Pocket screws and wood glue
are used on the ½" thick
hanger rail to keep cabinets
securely attached to the wall.

• A superior system to the
corner block system of
construction.
• Used in conjunction with
a pocket-screwed hanging rail,
the I-beam provides extra
structural support.

• Holds more weight than other drawer
box assemblies.
• Dovetail construction provides quality
craftsmanship in every drawer box and
roll-out tray.
• Quiet-close full-extension, undermount
guides provide the best access
to drawer space.

½" thick I-Beams are included in

base and vanity base cabinets to
provide superior strength, durability
and keep each cabinet square.

¾" thick hardwood
cabinet face frame

End panels are
constructed
of engineered
furniture board
or plywood.
Finished wood
end shown.
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Light maple wood
grain interior with
clear finish.

¾" thick furniture board
or plywood shelves
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Quiet closing doors,
drawers and roll-out
trays are standard on
every cabinet.
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Quiet close guides
fully extend drawers
for complete access
and have a smooth,
controlled closure.
Quiet close door
hinges keep doors
from slamming shut.

SOLID INVESTMENT

Upgrade options include:
• ½" thick plywood material for sides
• Heavy-duty quiet close drawer guides
with a 135 lb. weight capacity

• All plywood construction
• 6½" high roll-out trays

UNIVERSAL ACCESS
A toe-kick modification that
increases the height from 4½"
to 9" for wheelchair access
along with a wide assortment of
modifiable cabinet models allow
Medallion to qualify and meet

9" toe kick, modified
to achieve ADA

ADA standards for design.

MEDALLION AT MENARDS
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Handcrafted for you
Each professionally applied finish is protected by an oven-cured top-coat, combined with the
artistry of hand-sanding and wiping, to provide a smooth, superior seal that protects against scuffs
and wear. Durability, clarity and protection are just a few of the reasons why Medallion's multi-step
finishes are more beautiful to see and touch.
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SKILLED APPLICATION

PREMIUM CATALYZED VARNISH

• Hand-sanding to soften sharp edges
and help develop a smooth, even finish.

• Professional-grade varnishes include a catalyzed		
conversion sealer.

• Hand-wiping brings out the natural
beauty of the wood grain.

• Locks in and maintains a rich, vibrant color,
more durable than lacquer.

THICKER BUILD, DEEPER CLARIT Y

CLEAR, PROTECTIVE TOPCOAT

• Exclusive clear formulas developed to be
applied thicker and give a deep, clear aesthetic.

• Every stain has high solids catalyzed conversion 		
varnish topcoat applied to add more depth to finish.

• Showcases the beauty of wood grain.

• Protects against regular cleaning and common
household chemicals.

• Artisan accents, glazes and distressing
• Accent lines and glazes are a multi-step technique.
• Enhances profiles by highlighting the unique
design of the door, wood grain and base finish color.
• Distressing techniques artistically applied by hand to
give an aged or heirloom look to cabinets.
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• Clear as pure water, the unique topcoat is more
resistant to yellowing from age or UV rays when
compared to other topcoats.

STAIN FINISHES

GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHT FINISHES

Accent glaze sprayed over base
stain, with hand-brushed detailing.

WORRY-FREE

PAINT FINISHES

Medallion multi-step finishes are
formulated for superior resistance to
moisture, household chemicals and

Classic

Glaze and Highlight

Glaze and Highlight with
Heirloom Distressing

True enamel classic paints for an opaque finish. Add glaze and
highlight or artistic distressing with Heirloom Distressing.

solvents.

BUILT IN THE USA
Our cabinets are built by skilled
craftsmen in the Midwest, using global

APPALOOSA FINISHES

and domestic parts.

OUR WARRANTY
Silver Appaloosa

Peppered Appaloosa

Semi-transparent stain with Legacy Distressing and a dark accent color.
Brushed accents enhance the depth of the finish.

Medallion’s lifetime limited warranty
certifies that your cabinetry is free from
material or workmanship defects for as
long as you own them.*

COASTAL COLLECTION

Dry Brush

Sheer

Color-washed stains available with subtle dry-brush accent
or in Sheer with no dry-brushing.

ANTIQUE AND LEGACY DISTRESSING

Antique

Legacy

Create a subtly worn look with Antique or a weather-beaten
appearance with Legacy.

MEDALLION AT MENARDS
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Fit your budget
FACTORY- INSTALLED OPTIONS SAVE MONEY
ON INSTALLATION

MODIFICATIONS IN ¼" INCREMENTS

Installed accessories add convenience and additional

use of fillers by modifying the height, width and/or depth

storage for a complete solution that can save time and labor.
Innovative modifications turn common cabinets
into custom solutions that allow installation to go faster,

Put the innovation of Medallion to work for you. Reduce the
of cabinets down to ¼-inch increments. These made-toorder options are produced to your specification and ship
complete for easier and faster installation.

and finished designs to fit right the first time.

Modify height

Modify width

Modify depth

Cabinet shown with an
extended end panel
down modification.

CUSTOM QUOTE SERVICES FOR TRULY UNIQUE DESIGN NEEDS
For a one-of-a-kind custom design, Medallion Custom Quote service agents are available to answer your technical
questions, provide alternative solutions and quote your custom designed cabinet. Visit www.cabinetworksgroup.com/
myquote email quotes@cabinetworksgroup.com, or call 800-768-0635 for Custom Quotes.

www.MedallionAtMenards.com

With Free Home Delivery, you can focus on what
matters most, and worry less about the little things.

LIT-WHYMENARD 0622

